
General Knowledge | Brain Teasers | Comprehension Exercises

Hi! My name is Mila. 

Remember me? We met on
Disney.BYJU’S Early Learn App. I am from 

Ordinary County.

Can I tell you a secret? Do you promise not to
tell anyone? Not even my brother Ezra!

I have a badge and when
it glows, I turn into

Kid Inc – the superhero.
Incredible, right?

Well, I love being a superhero.
For now, I have some school work
to finish. Superheroes have to do

homework too! 

Will you help me? I will finish it
faster with your help. 

Let’s get started!
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ACTIVITY 1
Around the globe with Kid Inc

ACTIVITY 2
Grammar Time with Miss Mala!

ACTIVITY 3
Mental Gymnastics with Ms Meridiem

ACTIVITY 4
Secret Superhero Work for O�icer Michael!

ACTIVITY 5
Fun with Ezra!

BONUS
Stickers Included
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Afghanistan

Around the globe with Kid IncACTIVITY 1

Capital:    Kabul

Currency:    Afghan afghani

Currency Code:   AFN

Continent:    Asia

Language:    Pashto, Dari

REFERENCE:
https://www.afghanistanembassy.no/about-afghanistan/  |  https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/geography/countries/article/afghanistan
https://www.britannica.com/facts/Afghanistan  |  https://www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook/countries/afghanistan/summaries
https://www.britannica.com/place/Afghanistan  |  https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Afghanistan/345822
https://kids.britannica.com/students/article/Afghanistan/272743  |  https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/  |  https://www.merriam-webster.com/
https://eoi.gov.in/kabul/?0354?000  |  https://www.dfat.gov.au/geo/afghanistan  |  https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
https://www.unicef.org/afghanistan/education
Retrieved on 20 June 2022
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Afghanistan is completely surrounded by land. Afghanistan has
Iran, Pakistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan
as its neighbours. Just like other desert countries, Afghanistan 
too has hot summers and cold winters.

Most of Afghanistan’s land is either mountainous or arid.
As a result of that, roughly around five percent of the land is farmed 
every year. The land selected for farming is irrigated by the farmers. 
On the other hand, forests cover around 2% of the total land area
of the country.

Arid (adjective) - Having little or no rain; very dry

Irrigate (verb)  – To supply water to an area of land, typically 
through pipes or channels, so that crops will grow
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Afghan cuisine consists of many delicious rice dishes served with 
di�erent kinds of curried sauces. Afghani desserts are often 
prepared with aromatic ingredients like cardamom and rosewater.

Afghanistan’s architecture features mainly mosques, fortresses,
and minarets that are spread throughout the country. 

Minaret (noun) – A tall thin tower, usually forming part of a mosque, 
from which Muslims are called to prayer
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Instruction:  Read the passage mentioned above and answer
the questions

1. Afghanistan, like Nepal, is a                                    country.

a. Archipelago b. Island c. Landlocked

2. Which one of the following countries does not share a border
     with Afghanistan?

a. Iran b. Pakistan c. India

3. The capital of Afghanistan is Kabul.

a. True b. False

4. What is the currency code of Afghanistan?

a. ANK b. AFN c. AFK

5. The opposite of the word ‘arid’ is -

a. Dry b. Barren c. Wet



Instruction: Complete the idiom after studying the picture

Grammar Time with Miss Mala!ACTIVITY 2

77

Be like                         and                        

Meaning:
Two people who are
very di�erent from each other

“
Idiom (noun) an expression 
whose meaning is di�erent 
from the meanings of the 
individual words in it.



Give up the                        

Meaning:
To stop doing something
because you think that you
will fail or not be successful
in completing the task
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As easy as                        

Meaning:
Something that is very simple
or easy to do
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1. Instruction: Study the cubes and replace the question mark
   to complete the unfolded cube

Mental Gymnastics with Ms MeridiemACTIVITY 3

?
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2. Instruction: Which one of the following cubes can be made
    based on the unfolded cube?

All of the aboveNeither A nor B
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Secret Superhero Work for O�icer Michael!ACTIVITY 4

1. Which one of the following words can be made
     using these letters - I F N N A H S T A G A?

a. Hint b. Stain

c. Faint d. All of the above

2. Identify the odd one out.

a. Uniform b. Pillow

c. Bag d. Ti�in 

Instruction: Do as directed
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3. Consider the facts below and answer the following question:

     A. Tara wears a uniform to school every single day.
     B. Tara’s school uniform consists of a grey tie. 

Can we then say that – Tara wears a grey tie to school? 

a. Yes b. No

c. Can’t say

4. How many items from the left (List A) match with the items
     on the right (List B)?

               List A List B

               5023617246 5021617276

               215327088 315327199

               2501240243 2501250243

a. One Item b. Two Items

c. Three Items d. None of them

5.  Arrange the following words in the alphabetical order.

     School, Artefacts, Examination, Uniform, Paper, Afghanistan
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Instruction: Find ten di�erences between the two images
given below

Fun with Ezra!ACTIVITY 5
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Instruction: Find the hidden objects in the picture
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Instruction: Fill this image with your favourite colours
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BONUS STICKERS
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SOLUTIONS

ACTIVITY 1

1. c. Landlocked  2. c. India   3. a. True

4. b. AFN    5. c. Wet

ACTIVITY 2

Give up the                        

Meaning:
To stop doing something
because you think that you
will fail or not be successful
in completing the task

As easy as       pie      

Meaning:
Something that is very simple
or easy to do

Be like    Chalk    and    Cheese   

Meaning:
Two people who are
very di�erent from each other

Give up the       ghost      

Meaning:
To stop doing something
because you think that you
will fail or not be successful
in completing the task



SOLUTIONS
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ACTIVITY 4

1. d. All of the above   2. Pillow
              Uniform, bag, and ti�in are school items while pillow is not 

3. a. Yes     4. d. None of them

5. Afghanistan, Artefacts, Examination, Paper, School, Uniform

ACTIVITY 3

1. C.       2. D. Neither A nor B


